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Implementation of Abstract MAC Layer Under Jamming
Yifei Zou, Minghui Xu, Dongxiao Yu , Liandong Chen, Shaoyong Guo, and Xiaoshuang Xing
Abstract: In the past decades, with the widespread implementation of wireless networks, such as the Internet of
Things, an enormous demand for designing relative algorithms for various realistic scenarios has arisen. However,
with the widening of scales and deepening of network layers, it has become increasingly challenging to design such
algorithms when the issues of message dissemination at high levels and the contention management at the physical
layer are considered. Accordingly, the abstract medium access control (absMAC) layer, which was proposed in
2009, is designed to solve this problem. Specifically, the absMAC layer consists of two basic operations for network
agents: the acknowledgement operation to broadcast messages to all neighbors and the progress operation to
receive messages from neighbors. The absMAC layer divides the wireless algorithm design into two independent
and manageable components, i.e., to implement the absMAC layer over a physical network and to solve higher-level
problems based on the acknowledgement and progress operations provided by the absMAC layer, which makes
the algorithm design easier and simpler. In this study, we consider the implementation of the absMAC layer under
jamming. An efficient algorithm is proposed to implement the absMAC layer, attached with rigorous theoretical
analyses and extensive simulation results. Based on the implemented absMAC layer, many high-level algorithms in
non-jamming cases can be executed in a jamming network.
Key words: abstract MAC layer; distributed algorithm; Rayleigh-fading model; jamming networks
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Introduction

In the early decades, when wireless devices were mostly
deployed in some specific environments, in which the
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transmissions between devices were very stable, most
wireless algorithms were designed based on graph
models, with the assumption that message transmissions
between nodes in graphs were reliable. However, with
the widespread implementation of wireless networks,
more wireless devices have been deployed in some
complex scenarios, in which the transmissions between
devices are no longer stable because of the ambient
noise in the environment and the interference from other
transmitting devices. Thus, some works have gradually
adopted physical interference models (e.g., signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) model[1] and
Rayleigh-fading model[2] ) to depict the negative factors
that impact the reliability and stability of transmissions
in the physical layer. At the beginning stage of the
research on wireless networks, benefiting from the
stable environment, the graph-based model with reliable
transmissions was popular in distributed algorithm
designs. Later, due to the change in environments, where
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wireless networks are implemented and become more
complex and unstable, the physical interference model
has gradually drawn significant attention.
In general, the physical interference model increases
the realism of distributed works, but it also entails
challenges in the algorithm design when handling
the interference and contention in the physical layer
within a distributed pattern in the algorithm design
becomes necessary. These additional challenges make
the algorithm design harder, especially for some complex
problems, e.g., the multiple-message dissemination
problem and byzantine consensus problems. To solve
these problems, the concept of the abstract medium
access control (absMAC) layer was proposed by Kuhn
et al.[3] in 2009, in which two primitive operations are
defined as follows: the acknowledgement operation with
a timing bound fack and the progress operation with the
timing bound fprog. Specifically, in an acknowledgement
operation, fack is the time bound for each device in a
network that successfully broadcasts its message to all its
neighbors. Similarly, in a progress operation, fprog is the
time bound for each agent in a network that successfully
receives a message from one of its neighbors.
The absMAC layer focuses on how to guarantee
reliable transmissions on the physical layer and provides
reliable transmission services for high-level algorithm
designs. When an absMAC layer has been implemented
over a physical network, the acknowledgement and
progress operations can be used for the high-level
algorithm design, such as consensus[4] , single/multiplemessage broadcast[5–9] , data aggregation[10–14] , learning
the embeddings of edges[15] , predicting the directions
of social ties[16] , and others[17–25] . Moreover, although
many classical distributed algorithms on the graph
model are no longer suited for the physical interference
model, their schemes can also be adopted in wireless
networks and systems if the absMAC layer with reliable
transmissions has already been implemented. Thus, as
an important building block in the algorithm design, the
efficient implementation of the absMAC layer in many
realistic scenarios has attracted people’s attention in the
past decades.
In this study, we consider the implementation of the
absMAC layer in networks under jamming. Jamming is
a very common and critical phenomenon in real wireless
networks, and research on jamming is significant in the
implementation of high-efficient algorithms in reality.
 Also called as agent and node in this paper.
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Specifically, when the ambient noise of an agent is
too large relative to a message reception, the agent
is jammed. The jamming in the network, which can
be caused by environmental changes and adversary
jamming attacks, can fail the transmissions in the
network and then ruin the cooperativity between agents
in the network. For example, jamming in a small fraction
of time can prevent the widely used IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol from delivering any message[26] .
Many jamming models have already been
proposed[27–29] in the past years, which are based
on graph-based and physical interference models.
However, all of them regard jamming as a binary
phenomenon, which means that when agents are
jammed by relatively large ambient noise, they receive
nothing. Clearly, this assumption is friendly for the
algorithm design and analysis, but not close to reality.
In real wireless networks, when the ambient noise
gets larger, transmissions with a weak strength on the
received signal fail first. Transmissions transmitted
with a large power or across a short distance are more
robust to jamming because the received signals may
have a larger strength when they arrive at the receiving
agents. In this study, we use a new model to depict this
phenomenon in jamming. Specifically, the network can
be divided into three cases according to the value of
ambient noise: non-jamming, slight jamming, and heavy
jamming cases. The non-jamming case indicates that
ambient noise is sufficiently small and no transmission
gets influenced. The heavy jamming case means that
ambient noise is enormously large and no transmission
successes in the network, even for transmissions
between a pair of nodes within the smallest distance
and with maximum transmission power. The slight
jamming case includes scenarios not included in the
non-jamming and heavy jamming cases. In other words,
due to the ambient noise in slight jamming, a fraction
of transmissions may fail when they arrive at a receiver
(receiving agent) if the strength of the transmission is
relatively smaller than the ambient noise in the jamming
network. However, other transmissions may succeed
even with slight jamming in the network. In reality,
a large fraction of jamming scenarios belongs to the
slight jamming case, and the previous binary jamming
model is only suitable for the heavy jamming case, in
which slight jamming cases are ignored. Compared with
previous works on jamming, our work is the first one
to focus on slight jamming cases and shows how to
provide reliable transmissions in such cases.
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The contributions of our study are listed as follows:
• A new jamming model is proposed in this work.
Different from the binary jamming pattern in previous
works, our model can be used to depict slight jamming
in the network, which is more realistic.
• Based on our slight jamming model, a randomized
and distributed algorithm is proposed to implement
the absMAC in a single-hop wireless network with a
high probability guaranteed . The time complexity of
our absMAC implementation algorithm is close to the
optimal solution. Moreover, all the analyses for the
contention and interference in wireless transmissions are
based on the Rayleigh-fading model, which is also more
realistic than the graph-based model adopted by many
previous works.
Extensive simulation results are presented to indicate
the efficiency of our algorithm.
Roadmap. The rest of our paper is organized as
follows: In Section 2, the related work is presented.
In Section 3, we show how we model the jamming
and transmissions in wireless networks. In Section 4
and Section 5, the algorithm description and analyses
are provided, respectively. In Section 6, an extensive
simulation is presented to evaluate the performance of
our algorithm. In Section 7, a conclusion for the whole
paper is given.

2

Related Work

Many models have been proposed to depict jamming
in wireless networks, including the oblivious jamming
mode[30–36] , in which jamming is initially fixed and
unrelated to the particular algorithm execution; the
adaptive adversary jamming mode[29, 37, 38] , in which the
adversary can make use of all the history information
in a network to online decide the jamming situation
in each time step; and the reactive adversary jamming
pattern[27, 28, 39, 40] , in which the adversary can not
only know the historical information but also use the
current network information to make a jamming decision.
However, in all of the models mentioned above, jamming
is regarded as a uniform binary phenomenon, i.e., all
nodes in the network have the same ambient noise, and
once the network is jammed, all transmissions in the
network fail. The uniform binary jamming assumption
was later extended to the local uniform jamming mode[1] ,
where in each local area of the network, jamming is
regarded as a uniform and binary phenomenon. In this
 With a probability 1

n

c

for some positive constant c.
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study, our jamming model is the first to remove the local
uniform assumption and binary assumption. Thus, it can
cover more jamming scenarios in reality and is more
comprehensive.
Research on the implementations of the absMAC layer
has been conducted in recent years since it was firstly
proposed by Kuhn et al.[3, 41] in 2009. Thereafter, several
variants of the basic absMAC layer models have been
proposed for different deployment scenarios, such as
the conditional absMAC layer[42] , enhanced absMAC
layer[5] , and probabilistic absMAC layer[7, 43] . Four
typical works most relative to our work are the basic
implementations of the probabilistic absMAC layer by
Khabbazian et al.[7] using the classical decay strategy,
by Khabbazian et al.[44] using the analog network coding
on graph-based models, by HalldKorsson et al.[6] using
the approximate/exact implementation, and by Yu et
al.[45] under the SINR model. However, these studies
focused on networks without jamming. To the best of
our knowledge, only a few works have considered the
implementation of the absMAC layer under jamming.

3

Model

A two-dimensional Euclidean space is considered
as the domain of our single-hop jamming network,
with n nodes arbitrarily deployed. The time in our
algorithm execution is divided into rounds, each of
which contains two slots. In each slot, nodes can
transmit a message or listen to receive messages from
the channel. The transmissions between nodes in each
slot are synchronized.
Rayleigh-fading model. In realistic wireless
networks, simultaneous transmissions in each slot
contest and interfere with one another. To depict
contention and interference, the Rayleigh-fading model
was adopted in this study. Specifically, let Signal.u; v/
be the strength of the transmission/signal from node u
and received by v in a slot. Considering that the value
of Signal.u; v/ gets weaker with the distance and is
usually uncertain because of the complex environment
in reality, a Rayleigh-fading pattern is used to capture
the uncertainty in signal reception. It assumes that
Signal.u; v/ is a random variable that has an exponential
distribution with mean S.u; v/ D Pu =d ˛ .u; v/, in
which Pu is the transmission power of node u and
constant ˛ is the path-loss exponent determined by the
environment. For any transmission from u to v, we have
the following definition for its SINR ratio:
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SINR.u; v/ D

P
. k > 0 is called the jamming
R˛  ˇ
parameter in our model and can be sufficiently large.
Capability and knowledge of nodes. All nodes
initially wake up, and each of them holds one message to
transmit. A half-duplex transceiver with physical carrier
sensing is equipped to each node. Thus, each node can
choose to transmit or listen on each slot but cannot do
both. The protocols designed for nodes equipped with a
half-duplex transceiver can also be executed seamlessly
by nodes equipped with a full-duplex transceiver without
a decline in performance. Physical carrier sensing is part
of the IEEE 802.11 standard, which can monitor the
signal in the channel when nodes listen and have been
widely adopted in many previous works on wireless area
networks[45–48] .
The notations and parameters used in our paper are
listed in Table 1 for reference.

Signal.u; v/
X

Signal.w; v/ C N.v/

N.v/ 6 ln k 

(1)

w2W nfug

where W is the set of transmitting nodes in the current
slot and N.v/ is the ambient noise at node v, which is
determined by the environment or the jamming adversary.
When SINR.u; v/ > ˇ, v can decode the message from
u, and the transmission from u to v succeeds. ˇ is a
threshold determined by the hardware of v, which is
usually larger than 1.
Jamming pattern. We have the following
assumptions for the jamming network: firstly, all
nodes have a uniform transmission power P . Secondly,
any pair of nodes in the network are connected with
respect to distance R to make sure it is a single-hop
network. Thirdly, the adversary can determine the
ambient noise N.v/ at each node v in each round.
Specifically, the ambient noise in the network may vary
for different nodes in the same round or for the same
node in different rounds but will be the same for a fixed
node in a fixed round. One assumption/limitation for the
ambient noise on any node v caused the adversary is that

4

Algorithm Description

In this section, we consider the implementation of the
absMAC layer in jamming networks. The designed

Table 1

Notation
ack:
fack
n
u; v; w
Pu
Signal.u; v/
M.v/
R
c
n1
˛
ˇ
N.v/
p
statev D fA; S , L, Qg
T1
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
prog:
fprog
V
d.u; v/
S.u; v/
k
F

Notations and parameters used in this work
Definition
acknowledgement operation
timing bound for ack:
number of nodes in network
nodes u; v; w
transmission power of node u, Pu D P
the strength of the signal from u to v
message held by node v
transmission range, R > d.u; v/, 8u; v 2 V
positive constant in Algorithm 1, sufficient large
the number of active nodes at the beginning of F
path-loss exponent in SINR model determined by environment
decoding threshold in SINR model determined by the hardware of nodes
ambient noise at node v, determined by the adversary
positive constant in Algorithm 1, p 2 .0; 1/
states of nodes in Algorithm 1, correspond to active, silent, leader, and quit state, respectively
interval containing c1  log n rounds, c1 is a sufficient large constant
event that there are some nodes transmitting in slot 2 of rounds in phase F
event that there are .1 p/=2 fraction of active nodes listening in slot 2 of rounds in phase F
event that .1 p/=2 fraction of active nodes become inactive in current rounds in phase F
event that E3 occurs for log1 1 p n11 times within an interval T1
2

event that node v receives the message from the leader in current round of phase F
progress operation
timing bound for prog:
set of nodes in network
euclidean distance between nodes u and v
mean of Signal.u; v/; S.u; v/ D Pu =d.u; v/˛
jamming parameter, N.v/ 6 ln k  R˛Pˇ
phase F , consisting c  .k C 1/  log n rounds
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algorithm contains successive phases, each of which
consists of two periods: leader election period (LEP)
and leader broadcast period (LBP). In the LEP, one
leader who holds a message to transmit will be elected.
Then the elected leader will broadcast the message
to all nodes in the network during the LBP. Thus, in
each phase, one node will successfully broadcast its
message to all nodes in the network, which will be
proven in the next section. Thus, it takes n phases to
complete the acknowledgment operation and one phase
to complete the progress operation in the absMAC layer.
The time complexity of a phase in our algorithm is
.c  .k C 1/  log n/ rounds. The pseudo code for
each node to implement the absMAC layer is given
in Algorithm 1 in detail. In Algorithm 1, constant
p 2 .0; 1/, c is a sufficiently large constant, state.v/
is the state of node v, and signal.v/ is the strength of the
signal in the channel sensed by v in the current slot.

261

Four states A, S , L, and Q are used in our algorithm
execution, which correspond n to the active, silent,
leader, and quit states, respectively. Initially, all nodes
are in state A, which means that every node v holds
a message Mv to transmit and is ready for the leader
election. In each round of the LEP, the active nodes will
sense the channel first in slot 1, transmit with a constant
probability p, or listen with a constant probability 1 p
in slot 2. By comparing the strength of the sensed signal
in slots 1 and 2, an active node can determine whether
there are other nodes competing for the leader election.
If there is, then it will change to state S and give up
the leader election in the current phase. The half-duplex
transceiver ensures that it is impossible for all active
nodes to become inactive synchronously in the same slot
because nodes cannot transmit and listen in the same
slot. Thus, nodes in state S have already failed in the
leader election in the current phase. They will keep silent
until the current phase ends and turn to state A at the
beginning of the next phase for the next LEP. A node
that is still in state A at the end of a LEP will be elected
as the leader and changes to state L. The only node in
state L will broadcast in the next LBP. When the LBP
ends, the leader will move to state Q, which means that
it has already broadcasted its message and will not join
in the following leader election and broadcast periods
again. In the Section 5, we will prove that in each phase,
only one leader is elected at the end of the LEP, and the
elected leader successfully broadcasts its message to all
the neighbors, both of which are guaranteed with high
probability.
A flowchart of our algorithm is given in Fig. 1.
Initially, all nodes are active and in state A and compete
to become the leader in the LEP. In Fig. 1, the leader
competition process between active nodes is illustrated
by the operations in slots 1 and 2. The active nodes that
fail in the leader competition in the LEP will join state
S , and will keep listening during the remaining rounds
of the current phase. The LEP contains c  log n rounds,
and when the LEP ends, the node that is still in state A
will join state L and becomes the leader. Then, in the
LBP, the leader in state L always broadcasts and other
nodes, including nodes in state S and state Q, always
listen. The LBP contains c  k  log n rounds. At the
end of the LBP, the node in state L will join state Q,
which means that it has already broadcasted its message
and will keep silent in the following phases. Nodes in
state S will join state A, which means that nodes that
failed in the leader election in the current phase will
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Fig. 1

Flowchart of Algorithm 1.

become active again for the leader competition in the
next phase. Our algorithm ends after n phases when
all nodes have been elected as the leader and have their
messages broadcasted.

5

Algorithm Analysis

In this section, we analyze the correctness and time
complexity of our algorithm. Some key Lemmas and
the final theorem are given first for a high level
understanding.
Lemma 1 In each phase F , an active node is elected
as the leader at the end of the LEP with high probability.
Lemma 2 In each phase F , if a leader is elected
at the end of the LEP, then all nodes in a network will
receive the message from the leader at the end of the
LBP with high probability.
Theorem 1 Our algorithm implements the absMAC
layer with high probability:
• The time complexity of the acknowledgement
operation is O.n  .k C 1/  log n/ rounds.
• The time complexity of the progress operation is
O..k C 1/  log n/ rounds.
Proof According to Lemmas 1 and 2, with high
probability an active node successfully broadcasts its
message to all other nodes in the network. Let T rounds
be the running time of one phase. Thus, for any node

v, it takes 3T rounds at most to receive a message from
other nodes. This is because the interval of 3T rounds
at least contains two completed phases. Even if v was
elected as the leader in one of the two phases, v would
receive a message from other nodes in the other phase
with high probability.
Moreover, when a node is elected as the leader and
broadcasts its message, it will quit the leader election
and broadcast periods in the following phases. Thus, by
repeating the phases for n times, all nodes will have their
messages broadcast to all other nodes.

In Ref. [45], an asymptotically optimal solution to
implement the absMAC layer without jamming was
proposed with the time complexity O.n C log n/ for the
acknowledgement operation and O.log n/ for progress
operation. Clearly, even under the negative impact from
jamming, our results on the progress operation are not
far away from the optimal one without jamming.
Proof for Lemma 1. Firstly, we analyze the leader
competition process between active nodes in the LEP.
Without loss of generality, we assume that our analysis
starts from phase F and there are still n1 active nodes at
the beginning of this phase.
Lemma 3 In slot 2 of each round in the LEP in
phase F , if an active node listens and there are some
other nodes transmitting, the active node gives up the
leader election in the current phase and changes to
state S .
Proof In slot 1 of each round, all active nodes
listen to record the ambient noise by parameter N1 . In
slot
X 2, for an active node v that listens, Signal.v/ D
Signal.w; v/ C N.v/. W is the set of transmitting
w2W

nodes in the current slot. Clearly, N2 > N1 if S is
nonempty. In our algorithm, when an active node v
listens in slot 2 and finds that N2 > N1 , it gives up the
leader election and changes to state S . Thus, this lemma
is proven.

Lemma 4 In each round of the LEP in phase F , at
least a constant fraction of nodes give up the leadership
election with a constant probability until there is only
one active node left.
Proof When there is more than one active node
left in the LEP, we can derive two facts: Firstly, there
are some nodes transmitting in slot 2 at least with a
constant probability. Secondly, there are .1 p/=2
fraction of nodes that listen in slot 2 at least with a
constant probability.
Let V .t / be the set of active node at the beginning of
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round t , and jV .t/j D n.t /. We prove facts 1 and 2 in
the following.
Proof for fact 1: Let E1 be the event that there are
some nodes transmitting in slot 2, and P rŒE1  be the
corresponding probability. Then we have
P rŒE1  D 1 .1 p/n.t / > 1 .1 p/1 D p (2)
Thus, at least with probability p, there are some nodes
transmitting in slot 2 of round t in phase F .
Proof for fact 2: Let E2 be the event that there are
1 p
n.t/ nodes listening in slot 2 of round t , and PrŒE2 
2
be the corresponding probability. Moreover, let x1 .v/
be the variable
as follows:
(
0; when v transmits in slot 2 of round t;
x1 .v/ D
1; when v listens in slot 2 of round t .
P
Then we have PrŒE2  D Pr. v2V .t / x1 .v/ >
1 p
n.t//. Let 1 be the expectation of nodes that
2
listen in slot 2 of round t. Applying the Chernoff bound
with a constant
ı1 D 0:5, we have
 X

Pr
x1 .v/ 6 .1 ı1 /1 D
v2V .t /

 X
1 
Pr
x1 .v/ 6
6
2
v2V .t /

e

Proof Let E3 be the event that .1 p/=2 fraction
of active nodes become inactive in the current round
and PrŒE3  be the corresponding probability. Then from
1 p
Lemma 4, we know that PrŒE3  > p  .1 e 12 / when
there is more than one active node. Clearly, when E3
occurs once, the size of active nodes decreases with a
1
1 p
/, and when E3 occurs for log1 1 p
factor .1
2
2
n1
times, only one active node is left. Let E4 be the event
1
that E3 occurs for log1 1 p
times in an interval T1
2
n1
with c1  log n rounds, and PrŒE4  be its corresponding
probability.
In the following, we will bound the probability that
E4 occurs in interval T1 . Let x2 .t / be the variable as
follows: (
0; when E3 does not occur at round t ;
x2 .t / D
1; when E3 occurs at round t .
P
Then we have PrŒE4  D Pr. t2T x2 .t/ >
1
log1 1 p
. Let 2 be the expectation of the time
2
n1
that E3 occurs in interval T1 . Applying the Chernoff
bound with a constant ı2 2 .0; 1/, we have
2
X

ı2
2
Pr
x2 .t / 6 .1 ı2 /2 6 e 3
(6)
t 2T1

2
ı1
1
3

(3)

Considering that each active node will choose to listen
with probability 1 p, we get 1 D .1 p/n.t /. Thus,
 X

1 p
Pr
x1 .v/ 6
n.t / 6
2
v2V .t /

e

.0:5/2 .1 p/n.t/
3

1 p
12 n.t /

6e

(4)

Considering that E3 occurs at each round at leastwith
1 p
probability p  .1 e 12 /, we get 2 D p  1

1 p
e 12  c1  log n. To make the description briefer,


1 p
we use constant c2 to denote p  1 e 12 . Thus,
X

Pr
x2 .t / 6 .1 ı2 /  c1  c2  log n 6
t2T1

In addition,
X

PrŒE2  D Pr.

1

x1 .v/ >

Pr.

X

x1 .v/ <

v2V .t /

1

e

1 p
12 n.t /

>1

p
2

v2V .t /

1
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e

1

e
n.t // D
n

p
2

(5)
1 p
12

.ı2 /2 c1 c2
3

6e

log n

D

.ı2 /2 c1 c2
3

(7)
1
n1

n.t // >

1 p
12

.ı2 /2 c1 c2 log n
3

Thus, at least with probability 1 e
, there are
.1 p/=2 fraction of nodes that listen in slot 2 of round t .
Based on our proofs for facts 1 and 2, we conclude
that at least .1 p/=2 fraction of nodes give up the leader
1 p
election at least with probability p  .1 e 12 / when
there is more than one active node in the network, which
proves Lemma 4.

Lemma 5 After O.log n/ rounds, only one active
node is left in the LEP with high probability.

log1 1 p
2
and when setting ı2 D 1
2 .0; 1/,
c1  c2  log n
X

1
PrŒE4  D Pr
x2 .t / > log1 1 p
D
2
n1
t 2T1
X

Pr
x2 .t / > .1 ı2 /2 D
t 2T1

1

X
Pr
x1 .v/ < .1


ı2 /  c1  c2  log n >

t2T1

1

n

.ı2 /2 c1 c2
3

D1

n

O.1/

(8)

By setting constant c1 sufficient large, we can prove
that event E4 occurs with a high probability.
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Considering the conclusion in Lemma 5, Lemma 1 is
proven if we set constant c > c1 .
Proof for Lemma 2. The physical carrier sensing
helps us to detect whether there are other active nodes
in the LEP under jamming, which facilitates the leader
election process. However, it no longer helps when we
need to disseminate exact messages under jamming in
the LBP. It is still a challenge to broadcast a message
under jamming in previous works. However, due to the
uncertainty of the message transmission in the Rayleighfading model, we proved that uncertainty helps us
broadcast the message against jamming.
Lemma 6 In each slot of the LBP in phase F , for
the transmission from a leader u to a listening node v,
P
Signal.u; v/ > ln k  ˛ at least with a probability
R
1=k.
Proof According to the exponential distribution of
Signal.u; v/, we get

P 
Pr Signal.u; v/ > ln k  ˛ D
R
 ln k  P˛  1
R
exp
>
(9)
S.u; v/
k

Lemma 7 In each slot of the LBP in phase F , for
the transmission from a leader u to a listening node v,
P
if Signal.u; v/ > ln k  ˛ , v receives the message
R
from u.
Proof In each slot of the LBP, only the leader u
transmits. With the assumptions in Lemma 7, we have
ln k  RP˛
ln k  RP˛
SINR.u; v/ >
>
> ˇ (10)
N.v/
ln k  R˛Pˇ

Lemma 8 In each slot of the LBP, each node v
receives the message from the leader at least with a
probability 1=k.
Proof By combining Lemmas 6 and 7, Lemma 8 is
proven.

In the following, we consider the time bound for
any node v receiving the message from the leader u.
Let E5 be the event that node v receives the message
from the leader u in the current round, and PrŒE5  be
the corresponding probability. Clearly, PrŒE5  D 1=k
according to Lemma 8. Moreover, let x3 .t / be the
variable as(follows:
0; when E5 does not occur at round t;
x3 .t/ D
1; when E5 occurs at round t .
Let 3 be the expectation of the time that E5 occurs
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in an interval T2 . T2 contains c3  k  log n rounds, in
which c3 is a constant. Applying the Chernoff bound
with a constant ı3 D 0:5, we have
2
X

ı3
3
Pr
x3 .t / 6 .1 ı3 /3 6 e 3
(11)
t 2T2

Considering that E5 occurs at each round at least with
k  log n
probability 1=k, we get 3 D c3 
D c3 
k
log n. Thus,
X

x3 .t / 6 .1 ı3 /  c3 log n D
Pr
t 2T2

X

c3
x3 .t / 6
Pr
log n 6
2
t 2T2

e

.0:5/2 c3 log n
3

6e

c3
12

log n

Dn

c3
12

(12)

c3
log n  1 if we set c3 sufficiently large.
2
Thus, in interval T2 , event E5 occurs at least once
c3
with probability n 12 . By setting c > c3 , we prove
that within O.k  log n/ rounds, any node v receives
the message from the leader with high probability. By
calculating the faulty probability of all n nodes together,
we can prove Lemma 2.
Clearly,

6

Simulation Result

In this section, we present the empirical performance
of our absMAC layer implementation algorithm.
Specifically, we focus on the time used for the
acknowledgement and progress operations in the
absMAC layer (1) in networks with different sizes and
(2) in networks with different jamming levels.
Parameter setting. We randomly and uniformly
deployed n nodes in a circular area with the radio of
R 2 Œ100 m; 400 m. The minimum distance between
nodes is 1 m. Without loss of generality, we normalize
P
the value of ˛
as 1.0, and the ambient noise at
R ˇ
P
each node is set as ln k  ˛
. In each slot of our
R ˇ
simulation, the simultaneous transmissions interfere with
one another, and the strength of signals gets weaker with
distance, as illustrated in our Rayleigh-fading model. A
message can only be decoded if its SINR ratio is satisfied.
Each node is equipped with a half-duplex transceiver to
broadcast or receive the messages in each slot. In our
simulation, a slot is the time unit to transmit a message,
the length of which is determined by the hardware and
content of messages in reality. Each round contains
two slots. Table 2 presents the parameters used in our
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Parameter
P
˛
ˇ
p

Table 2 Simulation parameters.
Value
Parameter
Value
R˛  ˇ
R
2 Œ100 m; 400 m
3:0
N
.ln k  P /=.R˛  ˇ/
2:0
k
2 Œ10; 100
0:1
n
2 f1; 2; :::; 10g  103

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
100

larger. This tendency verifies our theoretical result
fack D O.n  .k C 1/  log n/. Moreover, the constant
hind behind O is not larger than 3 because even when
n D 10 000 and k D 100, fack is not larger than
2:0  107 rounds. Figure 2b shows that the time used for
the progress operation is much smaller than that for the
acknowledgement operation. In our theoretical results,
fprog D O..k C 1/  log n/. Figure 2b depicts the
linear relationship between k and fprog . The time for the
progress operation only slightly changes when n varies.
This is because log n changes a little when n increases
from 1  103 to 1  104 . Moreover, from the curves, we
can see that the constant hind behind O in fprog is only
approximately 3, which is an efficient result.
We also investigated the performance of our algorithm
when the transmission range R changes. we randomly
and uniformly deployed n nodes in a circular area with
ratio of R 2 Œ100 m; 400 m. In Figs. 2 – 5, we set
R D 100, 200, 300, and 400 m, respectively. Although
n
the density of nodes decreases from
in
100  100 
n
Fig. 2 to
in Fig. 5, the performance of
400  400 
our algorithm in terms of the acknowledgement and
progress operations in Figs. 2 – 5 are similar when n and
k are the same.

Time for prog. (rounds)

Time for ack. (×107 rounds)

simulation. Over 20 executions of the simulation were
performed for each reported result. All experiments were
conducted on a Linux machine with Intel Xeon CPU E52670@2.60 GHz and 64 GB main memory, implemented
in C++. Note that our simulation is mainly based on
the broadcast problem on the physical layer, so the
actualization on other layers should also be considered
if our algorithm will be applied in a real system.
Algorithm performance. The completion time of
our algorithm in the acknowledgement and progress
operations in the absMAC layer is given in Fig. 2,
where x, y, and z axes represent the network size
n, jamming parameter k, and time (i.e., the number
of rounds) used for the acknowledgement/progress,
respectively. From Fig. 2a, which illustrates the time
used for the acknowledgement operation when k and n
vary, we can see that the time for acknowledgement
(ack. for short) linearly increases when k or n gets
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In general, we can conclude that even in a jamming
network, our algorithm still works well. When jamming
is not heavy, i.e., the jamming parameter k is not large,
our algorithm is very efficient. Moreover, the efficiency
of our algorithm is relatively insensitive to the density
of nodes in a network.

7

4000
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(b) Time for progress operation

6000

2000
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n
2000
(a) Time for acknowledgement operation

Fig. 5

40

Running time of our algorithm with R D 300 m.
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Fig. 4

60

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new jamming model,
which is more realistic and general compared with the
previous binary jamming pattern, to depict the jamming
phenomena in wireless networks. Based on the proposed
slight jamming model, we present an efficient distributed
and randomized algorithm to implement the absMAC
layer. The theoretical analysis and extensive simulation
results are given to show the efficiency of our algorithm.
We hope that this work can shed some light on the new
algorithm designs in jamming networks. Extending this
work into a multi-hop scenario will be the next step in
our future works.
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